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Global food system crisis 3
Did you know?

• The pandemic. Supply chain strains. Climatic events. Converging disruptions have sent food prices soaring—and 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, one of the world’s six breadbasket regions, risks tilting the food system into global 
crisis. Globally, there are six breadbaskets that together supply roughly 60 to 70 percent of global agricultural 
commodities. The Ukraine–Russia region is responsible for roughly 30 percent of global exports of wheat and 65 
percent of sunflower, in a context where those markets are increasingly tight and interconnected—so a slight 
disruption in supply creates some impact on price. Of course, we don’t know what the length and scale of this 
conflict will be. In some scenarios, between 19 million and 34 million tons of export production could disappear this 
year. If we fast-forward to 2023, the figure could be between ten million and 43 million tons. To translate, that 
represents caloric intake for 60 million to 150 million people.

• Scarce rice. The price of fertilizer has skyrocketed so much that rice farmers in Asia are using less of it, which, in 
turn, means that less rice will grow. As a result, rice crops could drop by 36 million tons by next season, an amount 
that would feed 500 million people. The lack of rice will likely contribute to the food inequalities already present in 
developing nations. And the high price of fertilizer is just one of myriad factors contributing to a growing worldwide 
hunger crisis. 

• Soaring food prices. As COVID-19-era supply chain issues continue, food prices across all categories have hit all-time 
highs not seen for decades. High fuel costs and worker shortages have now been compounded by recent events—
including Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, a serious avian flu outbreak in the US, an ongoing and worsening drought in 
the American West, as well as border snarls delaying produce from entering the US. 

• Regional and global repercussions. Millions of Ukrainians are trapped in the greatest humanitarian crisis since 
World War II, and among all else, their access to food amid the immediate conflict is in jeopardy. The war is also 
threatening to majorly disrupt global food systems: the Black Sea, whose north and northeast borders are Ukraine 
and Russia, respectively, is a key food supply hub. The region’s instability will undoubtedly have secondary effects 
on other breadbaskets dependent on its wheat and fertilizer. 

• A whiplash effect. The instability from the Ukraine–Russia conflict creates a whiplash effect in the food supply 
chain. It’s hard to fully project the implications, but this crisis will have clear secondary effects on other 
breadbaskets.
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Under Armour swings to loss amid supply chain challenges
• Under Armour posted an unexpected first-quarter loss and disappointing sales as it warned of a rough year ahead.
• The athletic apparel company issued a weak outlook for fiscal 2023, citing order cancellations, supply chain delays 

and the impact of COVID-19 lockdowns in China. (Under Armour has canceled some orders to vendors due to capacity 
issues and supply chain challenges.)

• CFO David Bergman told analysts that the company’s profit margins were pressured by elevated freight costs, with 
ocean freight costs coming in higher than expected. 

Retailers import record amount of goods
• Imports at the nation’s major retail container ports set a new record this spring and are expected to see near-record 

volume this month. The increased volume comes as retailers bring in merchandise ahead of rising costs and further 
supply chain issues, according to the monthly Global Port Tracker report released by the National Retail Federation 
and Hackett Associates.

• “Retailers are importing record amounts of merchandise to meet consumer demand, but they also have an incentive 
to stock up before inflation can drive costs higher,” explained NRF VP for supply chain and customs policy Jonathan 
Gold. “Whether it’s freight costs or the wholesale cost of merchandise, money retailers save is money that can be 
used to hold down prices for their customers during a time of inflation.”

• In addition, retailers are preparing for any potential disruptions because of the West Coast port labor negotiations, 
which are set to begin next week. NRF has previously encouraged the parties to remain at the table and not engage in 
disruptions if a new contract is not reached by the time the current agreement expires July 1, Gold said.

• U.S. ports covered by Global Port Tracker handled 2.34 million twenty-foot equivalent units – one 20-foot container 
or its equivalent – in March, the latest month for which final numbers are available. That was up 10.8% from February 
and up 3.2% year over year. It also topped the previous record of 2.33 million TEU set in May 2021 for the number of 
containers imported in a single month since NRF began tracking imports in 2002.

• The first six months of 2022 are expected to total 13.5 million TEU, up 5.1% year over year. Imports for all of 2021 
totaled 25.8 million TEU, a 17.4% increase over 2020’s previous annual record of 22 million TEU.
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Inflation is changing consumers’ shopping habits
• Rising prices are causing most consumers to look for less expensive ways to shop.
• Seventy-five percent of shoppers have less confidence to spend money today as the rate of inflation soars to a 40-

year high, according to a study by First Insight. The report revealed that consumers’ shopping habits have changed 
as a result of rising prices, with 42% now shopping for deals such as sales or shopping the clearance racks; 40% now 
staying within a budget, 28% buying less overall and 25% shopping in bulk stores or using warehouse retailers.

• In total, 82% of consumers are looking for less expensive ways to shop due to inflation.
• The report also showed that nearly all (97%) consumers are reprioritizing how they spend. Groceries ranked as the 

most important (56%) priority, followed by gasoline (43%), housing costs (29%) and health care (18%).
• The lowest spending priorities include home décor (8%) which surged during the pandemic, as well as two of the 

sectors which the pandemic hit hardest: travel & vacations (7%), and gym memberships (7%).
• Other highlights from First Insight’s “The State of Consumer Spending: Inflation Impacting Consumer Confidence” 

are below.
o Highest Inflation Pain Points:  Gasoline, groceries, and dining out top the list of the twelve most acute 

inflation pain points for consumers today. Sixty-six percent of consumers rank high gasoline prices as the 
number one category affecting their daily lives, followed by the high cost of groceries (58%), dining out (29%), 
and vehicle prices (21%).

o Higher Prices Noticed: Rising gasoline prices have been reported by 72% of consumers, with 69% of 
consumers noticing higher grocery prices, 57% higher dining out prices, 51% higher vehicle prices, 42% higher 
prices for apparel/footwear/accessories, and 41% higher prices for household goods.

o Cutbacks: Forty-eight percent of consumers say that they will reduce their spend on dining out, with 33% 
cutting back on groceries, 32% on entertainment, 32% on gasoline, 31% on apparel/footwear/accessories, and 
23% on vacations.

o Groceries: Eighty-seven percent of respondents say that they are cutting back on groceries, and 41% say that 
they will save money by cutting back on purchasing name brand products.

o Discretionary Spending Slashed: Dining out is the top discretionary spending category consumers will reduce.
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Online grocery sales drop in April as cost concerns outweigh COVID
• Consumers are doing less grocery shopping online. 
• Online grocery sales pulled back 3.8% in April versus last year, finishing at $8.1 billion, according to the Brick Meets 

Click/Mercatus Grocery Shopping Survey. Total order volume dropped 5.8%, driven by lower order frequency and a 
slightly smaller monthly active user (MAU) base.

• In terms of share of wallet, total eGrocery finished April at 12.3%, down slightly from last year’s 12.7%. Excluding ship-
to-home (since most conventional grocers don’t offer this service) the combined delivery and pickup segments 
finished the month at 9.6%, down about 30 basis point versus 2021.
o Delivery - Delivery-related sales, which accounted for almost one-third of total online grocery sales during 

April, dropped nearly 6% versus a year ago and contributed nearly half of the decline in total sales year-over-
year.  The segment’s average order value (AOV) jumped 6% to $84 versus April 2021, helping to mitigate an 11% 
decline in order volume that was mainly driven by an MAU base that contracted nearly 9% over the past year.

o Ship-to-Home - Ship-to-home, the smallest segment of e-commerce grocer sales with just over one-fifth of the 
sales in April, fell over 3% versus last year. Order volume drove the decline, dropping nearly 6% versus April 
2021, while the AOV increased by almost 3% to $47.  

o Pickup - Pickup the largest eGrocery segment with almost half of total sales, declined by less than 3% versus 
the prior year. Unlike the other two segments, Pickup reported a nominal drop in AOV of approximately 70 
basis points to $81; this, combined with a 2% drop in order volume, contributed to the year-over-year decline 
in sales. Compared to April, the MAU base of pickup shrank by less than 3% and order frequency among its 
MAUs was essentially unchanged. 

• When it came to how online grocery orders were received, Pickup customers who used grocery or mass were 18% 
and 11% respectively more likely to cite cost as the primary consideration when compared to delivery customers.

• The likelihood for an online grocery shopper to use the same service again within the next month increased during 
April, coming in at almost 63%, up almost 8 percentage points on a year-over-year basis. Analyzing month-over-
month results showed that April’s repeat intent rate for mass providers slid nearly 3 points while it climbed 50 basis 
points for grocery.
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US: Online grocery sales skidded in April
Inflation-cautious U.S. consumers retreated to their grocery-shopping corners in April, new monthly data from Brick 
Meets Click and Mercatus suggests, as grocery delivery's active user base shrank and even online/in-store pickup, the 
powerhouse of online grocery sales, saw average order values and volumes dip. Overall, online grocery sales in the U.S. 
were down 3.8% year over year in April to $8.1bln, Barrington, Illinois-based Brick Meets Click reported. Declines in 
order frequency and monthly active users drove a 5.8% drop in total online order volume.

Ahold Delhaize USA transitions York, Pennsylvania, warehouse to self-distribution
Continuing a shift toward self-distribution, Ahold Delhaize USA has integrated a distribution center in York, 
Pennsylvania, into its self-managed network. ADUSA Supply Chain, the grocery retailer’s distribution and logistics arm, 
said that the addition of the automated York DC - now the largest in the network - brings the total number of self-
managed facilities to 22.

US: UFCW 8-Golden State ratifies contracts with Save Mart Cos., Albertsons Cos.
United Food and Commercial Workers Local 8-Golden State has ratified new labor agreements for grocery workers at 
Safeway, Vons, Save Mart, Lucky and Food Maxx supermarkets in Northern and Central California. UFCW 8GS said the 3-
year contracts with Albertsons (Safeway and Vons) and The Save Mart Cos. (Save Market, Lucky and Food Maxx) bring 
“substantial wage” increases and uphold current health care and pension benefits. The new collective bargaining 
agreements cover more than 15,500 members of UFCW 8GS as well as members of UFCW Local 5 in the San Francisco 
Bay Area and Local 648 in San Francisco.

Meta’s first store aims to lure consumers to the metaverse
Meta’s first brick-and-mortar presence is a tidy 1,500-square-foot space adjacent to its Reality Labs Headquarters in 
Burlingame, California, with 3 products on display on blonde wood shelves. The company formerly known as Facebook 
is using the space to introduce consumers to the products that will help it realize Mark Zuckerberg’s vision of the 
metaverse.
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How will marketers curb their third-party cookie cravings?
• In preparation for the cookieless future, marketers are homing in on                                                         

first-party data to target consumers. 
• Worldwide, 36% of marketing professionals expect that customer                                                               

purchase history will be their most valuable source of data once                                                             
third-party cookies are gone. Meanwhile, 32% see social media profiles                                                          
as key, and 31% plan to rely on website registrations.

• Beyond the chart: The impending deprecation of cookies in Google                                                             
Chrome has created a new strategic landscape for advertisers, but the                                                        
long runway for this change—now extending into 2023—offers some                                                                 
breathing room. In the US, 86% of marketing decision-makers rely on                                                             
third-party cookies to some extent, per an October 2021 study by                                                                
Sapio Research. That said, 68% of US industry leaders don’t expect the                                                       
demise of third-party identifiers to affect revenues, per January 2022                                                          
polling by the Interactive Advertising Bureau.

The GlenDronach 50-Year-Old Single Malt Arrives In Australia For A Toasty A$35,000
In almost 200 years since GlenDronach began production in the Highland whisky district, the                                  
iconic distillery, known widely for some of the most underrated single malts in Scotland, has                                
never released something quite as rare as this. Bottled at 43.8% ABV, the GlenDronach Aged                                   
50 Years reportedly has a rich, full nose of ripe dark cherry and plum in the first instance,                                
giving way to plenty of stone fruit, gentian and a plume of smoldering tobacco sitting over                                  
nuanced notes of bramble, orange and cranberry. 198 bottles of The GlenDronach Aged 50                                       
Years have finally arrived down under and will begin retailing later this month. If you want to                              
get your hands on a bottle of the GlenDronach 50-Year-Old Whisky, then you’re looking at a                                      
price tag of £20,000 – US$26,500.
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Coles, Woolworths address shocking images of avocado 'waste’
• Thousands of avocados are being dumped by frustrated farmers causing outrage among Aussie consumers with many 

blaming major supermarkets, including Coles and Woolworths, for the recent blow.
• Queensland farmers have revealed the increasing cost of labour and shipping in Australia is what's threatening local 

farmers, with one saying it's cheaper for them to dump them than it is to ship them out.
• Hundreds criticized the "waste" of food, calling for more support for Australian farmers.
• "This is what happens when farmers are forced to sign contracts with big chain supermarkets to survive and then the 

supermarket chain doesn’t want your produce," one person wrote.
• "Not the first time this has happened. The fruit is not worth the cost it takes to package and transport it," another 

said in the comments.

'Perfect storm' facing farmers to be felt at supermarket checkout
• Australian grain farmers are weathering a "perfect storm" of record-high fertilizer costs that are expected to result in 

lower yields and increased food prices over the coming months.
• High fertiliser prices – in addition to high diesel and labour costs – are squeezing farm budgets, GrainGrowers, a 

national group representing arable farmers, has warned.
• "The high cost of fertiliser is having a really big impact," GrainGrowers Chairman Brett Hosking said.
• He said Australian farmers will be closely watching the fertiliser prices during the winter cropping season.
• Data from Thomas Elders Markets showed the cost of sending fertiliser to Australia in April 2022 was $1251 per tonne 

compared with $533 per tonne in May 2021.
• The conflict in Ukraine has driven the price even higher. Ukraine has deposits of vital fertiliser ingredients urea and 

potash, and exports have been limited since Russia invaded the country on February 24.
• Russia is also the world's largest fertiliser exporter but trade sanctions have imposed limits on imports into Australia.
• Added to the problem is the high price of natural gas used in the production of fertiliser.
• Australia imports most of its fertiliser from the Middle East, a major producer of gas. But Thomas Elders Markets 

analyst Andrew Whitelaw said the gas price has "gone through the roof" since the invasion of Ukraine.
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STB to require railroads to report more rail-service, employment data
• The Surface Transportation Board late last week announced it will require certain railroads to submit service recovery 

plans, additional data and regular progress reports on rail service, operations and employment.
• The information is requested to inform the board's assessment of further actions that may be warranted to address 

the acute service issues facing the rail industry and to promote industry-wide transparency, accountability and 
improvements in rail service, STB officials said in a press release.

Shopify makes $2.1 billion logistics acquisition
• Shopify has made the largest acquisition in its history.
• The Canadian e-commerce technology company will acquire Deliverr, a San Francisco-based fulfillment provider, for 

$2.1 billion in cash and stock. Deliverr offers e-commerce fulfillment and order-storage services, shipping more than 1 
million orders per month in the U.S. from thousands of merchants.

• Shopify said the acquisition will create an end-to-end logistics platform that will unlock fast and easy fulfillment for 
millions of merchants.

• Deliverr will combine with Shopify Fulfillment Network — a fulfillment service that merchants can use to store 
inventory and fulfill orders — to strengthen SFN’s merchant inventory management capabilities. In addition, SFN and 
Deliverr will power a new service, called Shop Promise, that will offer consumers two-day and next-day delivery 
options for merchants using Shopify or Deliverr.

California: Central Valley growers having issues shipping products
The Californian agricultural community has had challenges at a level no one saw coming. On top of 3 years of drought and 
new water restrictions, the pandemic also impacted growers' ability to export their products overseas, leading to huge 
financial losses. Panoche Creek Packing in Kerman is stuck with millions of pounds of almonds that should have been 
exported months ago to countries including Afghanistan, Germany and Croatia. The owner says they've never experienced 
anything like this in their 40 years in the industry. But the company is certainly not alone, it is similar to this at warehouses 
across Central Valley. The delays have some overseas customers turning to other countries to get similar products quicker.
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Supply chain’s future will be mode-agnostic, J.B. Hunt’s Simpson says
• Building an intelligent, efficient supply chain requires providers of all types to shed their siloed mindsets and 

collaborate in areas where in the past that might have been seen as problematic, a top executive at J.B. Hunt 
Transport said Monday.

• Keynoting FreightWaves’ Future of Supply Chain live event in Rogers, Arkansas, Shelley Simpson, Hunt’s chief 
commercial officer and executive vice president of people and human resources, said future supply chains will take 
the form of intelligent and “connected” ecosystems where shipments and capacity move seamlessly, in sync and in 
real-time. 

• Future success will also require stakeholders to be “indifferent” as to how shipments move and to work together to 
match customer needs with available capacity, Simpson said. A `people-first’ approach is key to developing and 
executing intelligent and collaborative supply chain solutions, she said. 

• For all the significant technological advancements of the past five years, which included the 2017 roll-out of Hunt’s 
“360” load-matching platform, there is still too much wasted motion in the transportation network. According to 
Simpson, roughly one-third of drivers’ time each day is unproductive due partly to unnecessary waiting times but 
also the inability to efficiently match freight with capacity. 

• More precise load-matching combined with better visibility into network movements could significantly reduce costs 
and drive out millions of empty miles, as Hunt’s platform has succeeded in doing, Simpson said. It would also go a 
long way toward converting millions of over-the-road shipments to intermodal movements, which are more cost-
effective and environmentally friendly.

Upcoming port labor talks may usher in more supply chain uncertainty
• More than 22,000 West Coast dockworkers will see their labor contracts expire July 1, ushering in more supply chain 

uncertainty. “If anything further disrupts the supply chain, it will be devastating,” said Jim McKenna, president and 
CEO of the Pacific Maritime Assn., which represents the shipping companies.

• Talks between the International Longshore and Warehouse Union and the Pacific Maritime Assn., scheduled to take 
place in San Francisco, threaten to disrupt the easing of the supply bottlenecks caused by the pandemic.
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China has freed up the coastal piggyback system
• China has freed up the coastal piggyback system for shipping of foreign trade containers between ports within 

China, enabling foreign logistics giants such as A.P. Moller-Maersk and Orient Overseas Container Line to plan first 
voyages by the end of this month, analysts said on Monday.

• The move highlights China's willingness to further its opening-up policy, they said.
• Meanwhile, the administrative committee of Shanghai's Lin-gang Special Area of China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade 

Zone said at a news conference on Monday that China will introduce a container freight forward rate contract 
trading platform reports www.china.org.cn

• Despite a complex international situation and given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Yangshan Special 
Comprehensive Bonded Zone in Shanghai has encouraged enterprises to resume production, and the business in 
the bonded zone has operated smoothly in the first quarter, the committee said.

• "The new service (for shipping of foreign trade containers between ports within China) is expected to help cut the 
logistics costs for both exporters and importers, improve the utilization rates of container ships, and relieve the 
tightness of shipping capacity to a certain extent," said Zhou Zhicheng, a researcher at the Beijing-based China 
Federation of Logistics and Purchasing.

• Jens Eskelund, China chief representative of Danish shipping and logistics giant A.P. Moller-Maersk, said the 
permission for foreign carriers to carry out international relay is very welcome news and represents a tangible step 
for foreign carriers in China toward achieving market access on reciprocal terms.

• "International relay will allow us to improve services, giving our customers more flexibility and options for their 
shipments. We are preparing the first shipment in Yangshan terminal in Shanghai, together with the Lin-gang 
Special Area Administration and other relevant stakeholders," Eskelund said.

• "International relay will allow us to improve services, giving our customers more flexibility and options for their 
shipments. We are preparing the first shipment in Yangshan terminal in Shanghai, together with the Lin-gang 
Special Area Administration and other relevant stakeholders," Eskelund said.

• As of Sunday, 193 companies operating in the Yangshan Special Comprehensive Bonded Zone, or 85 percent of the 
total, had resumed operations. 
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Trends in eComm fulfilment
• In the past year, 59% of respondents saw an increase in ecommerce order volume.
• 51% say their fulfillment costs increased somewhat or substantially. Labor was the biggest factor.
• Free shipping is offered more widely than fast shipping and is offered for all orders by 43% of respondents while 

just 25% offer one- or two-day shipping.
• Many companies are utilizing multi-node distribution networks. For example, 17% of respondents have two 

distribution centers and 22% have three DCs.
• 57% utilize a third-party provider for some or all of their ecommerce fulfillment, and another 20% plan to begin 

outsourcing in the next 12 to 18 months.
• Many respondents plan to add new sales channels in the next 12 to 18 months, including third-party marketplaces 

(48%) and social platforms (41%).
• The aspect of fulfillment operations that respondents would most like to improve in the next 12 to 18 months is 

mechanization/automation/robotics.
• Moving forward, respondents are taking a more strategic approach to fulfillment operations. Plans include 

distribution network expansion, expanding use of technology, optimizing for omnichannel, reducing labor 
dependency and more.

Most survey respondents work for ecommerce companies/online retailers (44%) and brick-and-mortar or omnichannel 
retailers (19%), but wholesalers/distributors, manufacturers, direct-selling companies and consultants also are 
represented. 

Forty percent of companies ship products directly to end consumers (B2C). Another 35% ship products both B2B and 
B2C, while 25% ship exclusively B2B. Most companies were involved in ecommerce to some degree prior to COVID, with 
2 to 4 years of experience (32%), 5 to 10 years (46%) or more than 10 years of experience (16%). Companies span a 
variety of industries, including consumer electronics (20%), apparel/accessories (13%), home furnishings (10%), 
food/drug (7%), health/beauty (6%), home improvement (6%), office supplies (6%) and more.
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Port automation debate flares ahead of USWC labor talks
Sources interpreted the release of PMA’s port automation study as the group anticipating the potential for debate on 
the hot-button issue to gain widespread attention in the public domain during upcoming West Coast labor talks.

The average gallon of gas in the US climbs to a record high price of $4.37
• The average US gas price rose to a record $4.374 per gallon on Tuesday, according to AAA.
• State averages differ dramatically, with the average price per gallon hitting nearly $6 in California.
• The price spike has been powered by oil refiners, which are charging record premiums as demand outstrips supply.

China’s consumer prices hit a six-month high as Covid prompts locals to stock up on food
• China’s consumer price index rose by 2.1% in April from a year ago, the fastest since November.
• A surge in energy and fresh vegetable costs sent prices higher, as did moderation in pork prices’ plunge.
• Excluding food and energy prices, the consumer price index rose by a muted 0.9% in April from a year ago.

Warehouse vacancy rates sink to 27-year low
• The nation’s industrial real estate market continues to set marks for low vacancy rates and high rents despite a 

“flatline” of e-commerce growth as many Americans return to their pre-pandemic routines, according to commercial 
real estate firm Savills.

• Those steep vacancy declines and rent spikes are driving record development of new warehouses and other 
facilities, the firm said in its “U.S. Industrial Market Update - Q1 2022.” Developers are currently building nearly 750 
million square feet, up from the 507 million square feet they were creating in the same quarter last year.

• “With vacancy rates as low as 1.6% in Southern California and top markets experiencing double-digit rental growth, 
the industrial market continues to be challenging for tenants. National construction activity is up 48% from one year 
ago, which should help ease conditions going forward with current pipelines as high as 73 million square feet in 
Dallas-Fort Worth,” Savills said in its report. However, while all that new warehouse space is still under construction, 
U.S. industrial vacancy sank to just 4.2% in the first quarter, a 27-year low after declining another 130 basis points 
over the past year.

INSIDER
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WH – Truck driver shortage
• Biden hosted the event at the 

White House along with Labor 
Secretary Marty Walsh and 
Transportation Secretary Pete 
Buttigieg. Nine professional truck 
drivers and nearly two dozen CEOs 
from companies aligned with the 
American Trucking Associations 
were in attendance.

• President Biden celebrated federal 
investments in the trucking 
industry, including the 
administration’s “Trucking Action 
Plan,” unveiled late last year to 
ease conditions in the industry, add 
more drivers and modernize supply 
chains.

• An administration official described
• the Trucking Action Plan as 

“building supply chain resilience 
through better quality trucking 
jobs.”

• “Investing in our workforce never 
stops,” said ATA president and CEO 
Chris Spear. “It’s a constant.”
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Logistics pros warn of business impact from Russia-Ukraine war
Higher transportation prices, more delays and disruptions, on the way as war strikes another blow to global supply 
chains.
• Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is striking a blow to already battered global supply chains, and North American logistics 

professionals say the ripple effects will be felt here at home in the weeks to come.
• Locally, businesses will feel the most immediate impact at the fuel pump, where already high prices are rising. Oil 

prices surged this week, raising concerns about higher transportation costs industry-wide. Transportation prices 
have been climbing since June of 2020, according to the Logistics Manager’s Index (LMI)—which tracks logistics 
industry growth across transportation, warehousing, and inventory—and have hit record highs over the past year. 
LMI researchers said this week they expect “broad and very strong upward pressure on transportation prices across 
the supply chain,” especially in light of geopolitical events.

• Shippers and carriers can expect to pay more in the near term, according to Ryan Closser, director of program 
management and network collaboration at supply chain visibility platform FourKites.

• “It will cost more to go from A to B than it did last week, and more next week than this week,” Closser said 
Wednesday. “The cost of oil going up is going to be top of mind to all of us who are heavily involved in the North 
American transportation market. That will have a direct effect on the business.”

• Delays and disruptions across Europe will spur longer term effects on global supply chains. FourKites tracked a 
decrease in loads delivered to Russia beginning last week, at the start of the invasion, with overall Russian imports 
down 28% week-over-week as of Monday and further double-digit declines mid-week. Similarly, logistics software 
vendor Project44 tracked a 35% decline in vessel traffic to and from Russian ports since sanctions against the 
country began in late February.

• The sanctions, restricted airspace, and dangerous conditions in the region are forcing shippers and carriers to find 
alternate routes, leading to delays and backups, especially on freight routes from Asia to Europe. Rail lines through 
Russia are closed, causing Asian exporters to find new routes to European customers. Much of that will eventually 
convert to ocean shipping, Closser said, but it is having a more immediate effect on air freight, where he said prices 
are already rising.
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Ryder target of takeover attempt by private equity firm
• Ryder System is the target of a takeover attempt by a private equity company.
• HG Vora Capital Management, with its headquarters in New York City, filed a 13-D form with the Securities and 

Exchange Commission Friday morning that said it was proposing to acquire all the shares of Ryder (NYSE: R) at a 
price of $86 per share. According to the filing, that represents a 24.8% premium to the 30-day trailing average of the 
stock and a 20.3% premium to the closing price of Ryder on Thursday.

• Ryder’s shares surged on the news. The market price of Ryder stock, just before 11:30 a.m. Friday, had risen $13.32 
per share to $84.80, an increase of 18.63%. That is slightly less than the amount HG Vora Capital is offering.

• Ryder’s market capitalization is approximately $3.65 billion. 

Online grocery delivery platform Instacart confidentially files for IPO in the U.S.
• Grocery delivery platform Instacart said late Wednesday it has filed a draft registration statement with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), paving the way for the firm to list its shares.
• The grocery delivery company was valued at $39 billion in March 2021, when it raised $265 million. That made 

Instacart one of the most valuable venture-backed companies in the U.S. at that time.
• However, it said in March it was slashing its valuation by almost 40% to about $24 billion, to reflect this year’s sell-

off in technology stocks. This development comes at a volatile time for tech stocks in the U.S. this year, with the 
Nasdaq tumbling nearly 30% from last November’s high.

• For Instacart, the last few years have been a roller-coaster. Faced with a challenging business model heading into 
2020, the company got a major boost during the Covid-19 pandemic as many consumers cut trips to the 
supermarket and turned to online grocery orders.

• But twin concerns of accelerating inflation and projections for higher interest rates sent risky assets into a tailspin 
starting in November. Instacart, however, has said its business outlook remained strong.

• The company is trying to expand beyond its core marketplace, announcing this week a software suite to sell to 
supermarkets, along with a fulfillment service called Carrot Warehouses, which is intended to help grocers offer 15-
minute delivery.
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Port of Olympia Offers an Alternative to the Container Logjam
• Over the last six months, Olympia has handled many new imports, including jasmine rice, steel pipe, coils and 

modules. Exports have included hay and repeat cargoes, like dairy cattle and forest products.
• With a unique partnership that has proven to benefit shippers, the Port and ILWU Local 47 approach each customer 

and cargo as a team. The individuals involved in moving the cargo are active in pricing and coordinating cargo 
movements, guaranteeing that the customer is the priority. This approach has given Port of Olympia a reputation for 
productivity and trust.

• The Port’s knowledgeable team, along with ILWU Local 47, are using creativity and innovation to move cargo efficiently 
while maximizing storage acreage available for use. In addition to its 76,000 square foot on-dock open beam 
warehouse, the Port of Olympia has a mobile harbor crane and on-dock rail.

Maersk’s subsidiary plans new distribution center in Canada
• Performance Team – A Maersk company has announced its plans for a new distribution center in Toronto, Canada with 

the aim to serve the development of Canada's import and export cargo by ocean, rail, air and road.
• The facility will start operating in November 2022 by Maersk's subsidiary and will consist of 97 dock doors of more 

than 52,000 m².
• End-to-end supply chain solutions will be created by Maersk's multi-gateway services calling the Port of Prince Rupert 

(CA), Vancouver (CA), Seattle (US), Montreal (CA), Halifax (CA) and Mobile (US) that can be integrated with rail service, 
air freight and Maersk Customs Services for customs clearance and cross border expertise, according to a statement.

Years Behind Schedule, Russian Icebreaker Finally Begins Ice Trials
• Russia’s new diesel-electric icebreaker Viktor Chernomyrdin has finally made its maiden voyage to the Arctic to 

undergo ice trials, 18 months after it was commissioned.
• The vessel is the world’s longest non-nuclear icebreaker, but its construction was marred by delays, cost overruns and 

damage caused by fire. The ice trials were originally expected to take place in 2020.
• The vessel departed Murmansk for the ice testing program, which is designed to take 10 to 15 days.
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Port of Saldanha Bay Could Boost South Africa's Container Capacity
• Plans are underway in South Africa to develop an international business zone at the deep draft Port of Saldanha Bay, 

located 65 miles to the north of Cape Town, to provide for the transportation needs of the oil and gas industry. There 
may also be opportunity to develop container operations at Saldanha Bay.

• Prior to the opening of the Suez Canal in 1868, Cape Town served as an important port of call for the sailing ships 
that carried the spice trade between the East Indies and Europe. A century later, Cape Town gained significance in 
maritime transportation following the development of oil tanker ships that were too big to sail fully laden through 
the Suez Canal. The increasing size of oil tankers required the development of deep-draft ports in southern Africa, at 
Richards Bay and at Saldanha Bay.

• Deep-draft bulk carriers transport coal and ore from South Africa’s mining industry via both of these ports. The 
discovery of offshore deposits of oil and natural gas off South Africa has prompted interest to develop the Port of 
Saldanha Bay to serve the offshore oil and natural gas industry with terminals and provide for repairs to bulk carriers. 
That initiative culminated in plans for International Development Zone located near the port. However, there has so 
far been little mention about future container operations at Saldanha Bay.

• The Port of Durban is southern Africa’s busiest container port. Ongoing build-up of silt at the entrance to the port 
requires frequent dredging and restricts the size of container                                                               
ship that can call there. In 2009, South Africa’s Transnet                                                                   
opened the Port of Ngqura located near the City of Port                                                                      
Elizabeth, where container ships that are too deep for either                                                                
Durban or Cape Town may transfer containers. The increasing                                                                  
demand to move container traffic between Port of Durban                                                                      
and South Africa’s largest metropolis, Johannesburg, has                                                                     
prompted authorities to upgrade the railway line from Port                                                                   
of Ngqura.

ACC Comment – I have lived and operated in each of these cities                                                                            
around South Africa.
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Sharp drop in transit times and U.S. spot freight rates as demand plummets
• U.S. GDP fell 1.4% in Q1, which has concerned economists and analysts alike. Ripples have been felt across the 

Trans-Pacific corridor as discussions of a freight recession and cooling ocean freight spot rates hit the headlines.
• An extremely high volume of imports in Q1 ‘22, increasing 4.8% from an already record-high Q4 ‘21 on the back of 

previous orders and consumer demand.
• The Chinese COVID-19 situation continues to worsen as movements within Shanghai remain restricted, shackling 

manufacturing output, trucking activity and port throughput. 
• The current drop in demand and the lockdowns in China helped the U.S. West Coast ports recover from the port 

congestion and resulted in a drop in total transit time to the West Coast ports in April 2022. The transit time from 
China to LA/LB dropped by 85% from 50 days in Dec ‘21 to 27 days in Apr ‘22. 

• At the peak of West Coast congestion, customers shifted deliveries of future orders to East Coast ports at the time 
when they were performing better. Transit to the port of New York went up from 40 days to 50 days representing a 
20% increase for the same period and an 85% increase from pre-pandemic levels. “We however expect a relief in 
the East Coast congestion in the near future as the impact of blank sailings created by the decrease in demand and 
China lockdowns will be felt in New York, albeit later than West Coast.”
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Ocean freight rates
• While congestion outside the ports has shifted to                                                                            

the East Coast, container gate-out times have                                                                                   
improved on both coasts. LA/LB gate-out times                                                                                   
improved by 28% dropping from 5.74 days in                                                                                   
Jan ‘22 to 4.5 days in Apr ‘22 while New York had                                                                            
a 47% drop in container gate from 4.25 days in Jan                                                                           
‘22 to 3 days in Apr ‘22.

• The restrictions on truck movement and workers                                                                               
lowered China’s industrial activity with exporters                                                                           
having a hard time delivering export containers to                                                                           
Shanghai port. This resulted in lower volumes                                                                                
flowing in the China-to-U.S. trade lanes.

• Container spot rates fell sharply on the back of the                                                                         
combined impact of reduced demand in the U.S. and Chinese exports affected by pandemic-induced shutdowns in 
Shanghai.

China lockdowns are not causing shipping chaos
• It was predicted that China's lockdowns would cause container shipping havoc. 6 weeks into the lockdowns, it still 

hasn’t happened. Two liner CEOs — Maersk’s Soren Skou and Matson’s Matt Cox — explained why.
• “Shanghai is open and operating,” said Skou. Trucking and warehouse disruptions “are slowing things down 

somewhat, and we are seeing an impact on our volumes out of China, but probably less than we would have 
expected.

• “The purchase orders that our customers have issued in China don’t disappear because we have [a lockdown] so 
obviously they will come later. But right now, we don’t see a huge build-up of volumes because of the closedown in 
Shanghai.” Reports
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Shipping stocks take another beating, sinking by double digits
• Monday was a rough day all around on Wall Street but particularly painful for owners of ocean shipping stocks, which 

fell much more sharply than the broader market. Concerns over China’s economy, oil demand, Fed tightening, and 
inflation added up to one of the worst trading sessions of the year for shipping names. From tankers to dry bulk to 
containers, double-digit plunges were widespread.

• Even so, ocean shipping stocks — generally micro-cap equities traded by retail investors — are still outperforming the 
broader equity indexes and domestic transport stocks year to date (YTD).

• Container lines remain on track for their best year ever in 2022, given much higher contract rates and still strong 
(albeit moderating) spot rates. Lessors of container ships are also on track for a banner year, locking in virtually all of
their vessels on charters at historically high rates.

• On Monday, shares of container line operator Zim sank 10%. Zim’s share price is now back to where it started the 
year. Across the container sector, much of 2022’s gains have been lost.

US port delays worsen as harvest of new crops approaches
• As ongoing port congestion and persistent shipping obstacles continue to block movement of California agricultural 

goods, farmers and exporters are faced with overflowing warehouses and a dangerously low cash flow.
• Tree nuts, fresh produce, dairy products and other California farm commodities struggle to find a place on vessels and 

containers in which to ship them.
• Agricultural exporters say their shipping problems, harkening back to pandemic-related supply-chain disruptions that 

started in 2020, have only gotten worse. More shipping companies have notified them that they won't stop at the 
Port of Oakland to pick up containerized farm products, which account for 60% of total exports through the port. The 
companies opt instead to return ships directly to Asia following long delays in the ports of LA and LB.

• California agricultural exporters continue to lose market share. He noted some customers, wanting to ensure they 
have product in time for Christmas, are already ordering walnuts from Chile, which is harvesting a new crop now. 
"We've lost our reputation of being this reliable, high-quality supplier because we can't get (product) there on a 
timely basis."
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International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU) and marine terminal 
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Six Ways to Leverage “Eatertainment” To Boost Restaurant Sales
• As the nation appears to be turning the COVID-19 corner, restaurants can expect a 98% recovery of traffic from eager 

consumers ready to dine out again. Those restaurants that invest in “eatertainment,” pairing a fun activity with the 
dining experience, have a clear competitive edge shown to increase new and repeat business. 

• But what “eatertainment” tactics can your restaurant take to recover its losses and drive sales?  In a world where 
content is king, the addition of TV screens is a proven way to capture both more diners and dollars. Yet, cable TV isn’t 
the solution with its never-ending commercials and sporting events that keep guests lingering. Engaging, short-form 
content suited to your clientele is the answer. 

1. Alleviate the wait – If you’ve waited at a Disney theme park, you’ve experienced a revolution in queuing, with 
entertainment that often includes story vignettes, enhanced by digital signage, that make the wait fly by.

2. Give customers something to talk about – There’s nothing like a shared experience to improve an outing. Low-
key visual TV channels provide an experience patrons can coalesce around, whether they’re on a first date or 
dining solo and wanting to make connections with fellow guests.

3. Help pace tables - When a restauranter played the Bob Ross channel, customers told him they could watch it 
for hours. “That’s great for us because we’ll show it in the bar where we’d like them to linger, but they can also 
exit it after any period of time, as opposed to a football game,” he said.

4. Promote your own specials - Digital signage allows operators to run their own promotions in a format that’s 
simple to create with the service’s attractive templating system. T

5. Embrace technology that’s easy to implement - Technology solutions put a burden on overtaxed, short-staffed 
managers.

6. Encourage the vibe that draws in your ideal guest - Eateries attracts different types of groups at different 
times; for example, families during the day and younger groups in the evening, so one-size-fits-all 
entertainment often doesn’t work. Audio-optional channels allow eateries to determine what background 
ambiance will enhance the space, from the adrenalin-pumping videos of the Red Bull channel to feel-good, 
family-friendly videos on Happy TV or the TikTok channel that showcases the best videos from TikTok’s 
talented creators.
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18 hospital execs write thank-you notes to nurses
• National Nurses Week, held May 6-12, is a time to show appreciation for nurses and recognize the crucial role they 

play in healthcare. 
• While nurses are celebrated the entire month of May for their contributions to the industry, this week focuses on 

the theme of "Nurses Make a Difference." 

US may see 'pretty sizable' fall COVID-19 surge
• The U.S. may see a "pretty sizable wave" of COVID-19 infections this fall and winter as the virus continues to evolve 

and immunity wanes, White House Covid-19 Response Coordinator Ashish Jha, MD, said May 8 on ABC News' "This 
Week."

• Federal health officials are looking at a range of disease forecasting models, which suggest the U.S. could 
experience a large surge in late 2022, similar to the last two winters, according to Dr. Jha. On May 6, the White 
House projected 100 million COVID-19 infections could occur this fall and winter, according to The Washington Post.

• "If we don't get ahead of this thing … we may see a pretty sizable wave of infections, hospitalizations and deaths 
this fall and winter," he said. "Whether that happens or not is largely up to us as a country. If we can prepare and if 
we can act, we can prevent that."

CDC investigating 109 severe hepatitis cases in children, 5 deaths
• The CDC is investigating "hepatitis of unknown cause" in 109 children, including five deaths, agency officials said in 

a May 5 update. 
• The cases occurred in children across 25 states and territories since October. 
• More than 90 percent of the children were hospitalized, and 14 percent required liver transplants. They had a 

median age of 2. Most of the children have fully recovered. More than half had adenovirus infections, which is 
being examined as a potential factor in the cases, though no conclusions could be drawn about the cause.

• Adenoviruses are common and usually cause a range of flu-like symptoms, including stomach and intestinal 
symptoms. 
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X-ray dye shortage hinders hospitals
• Healthcare facilities across the globe are seeing shortages of chemicals used in imaging services as a result of the 

COVID-19 lockdowns in China.
• An official from the American Hospital Association confirmed the shortage to MDLinx on May 5.
• The University of Alabama at Birmingham issued a May 7 alert on the shortage, and some Washington state medical 

centers are rationing medical scans, according to a May 7 report by CBS affiliate KIRO. Kansas City, Mo.-based St. 
Luke's Health System sent a message to patients May 6 regarding the shortage as well. 

• "As at all U.S. hospitals, St. Luke’s ability to perform these scans in all but the most critical cases will be limited until
these supply chain issues are corrected," the statement read. "This shortage has been caused by the Chinese 
government’s COVID lockdown of Shanghai, where most of the world’s supply of contrast media is manufactured and 
then subsequently distributed by GE Healthcare and Bracco.“

Cyberattack on Tenet Florida hospitals also affected 5 Steward hospitals
• Five Steward Health Care Systems' hospitals in Florida lost computer and phone service for an undisclosed period in 

April because of a cyberattack at Dallas-based Tenet Health System, Miami Herald reported May 6.
• A Steward spokesperson told the Miami Herald that a group of its hospitals including Pinewood, Fla.-based North 

Shore Medical Center, Hialeah, Fla.-based Palmetto General Hospital, Coral Gables (Fla.) Hospital, Hialeah (Fla.) 
Hospital and Lauderdale Lakes-based Florida Medical Center were affected by the outage at Tenet Health. 

• Dallas-based Steward Health Care Systems, which acquired the five Florida hospitals from Tenet Health in August, 
kept Tenet as its IT provider. 

• On April 26, Tenet Health said in a press release that a cybersecurity incident, that has been ongoing since April 20, 
had affected a "subset of acute care operations." 

• The Steward Health spokesperson said the cyberattack affected information technology systems at Miami hospitals 
causing a disruption in service. 

• Steward Health is working with Tenet to remediate any delays from the attack.
• The cause of the cyber incident is unknown and the company's investigation is ongoing. 
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Severe COVID-19 may cause cognitive deficits equivalent to 20 years of aging
• A recent study appearing in the journal eClinical Medicine suggests that severe COVID-19 may be associated with 

persistent cognitive deficits, equivalent to a decline of 10 IQ points. In this study, severe COVID-19 was defined as 
COVID-19 that required hospitalization and critical care.

• These cognitive deficits persisted until at least 6 months after contracting the SARS-CoV-2 infection, with a gradual 
improvement, if any, in these cognitive symptoms. These results underscore the importance of longer-term support 
for patients who have recovered from severe COVID-19.

• According to official data from 2020, which is the same year that this study drew its data from, about 4 in 10 adults 
over the age of 18 are at risk of developing severe COVID-19 in the United States.

• A significant minority of individuals with a SARS-CoV-2 infection experience persistent cognitive symptoms following 
the initial 4 weeks after the onset of COVID-19 symptoms. Some of the common cognitive symptoms include 
problems with concentration, “brain fog,” memory, and executive function.

• Although persistent cognitive symptoms are also observed in individuals with mild COVID-19, such deficits in 
cognitive function are more prevalent in individuals with severe COVID-19. Previous studies suggest that 36%–76% of 
individuals with severe acute COVID-19 show cognitive deficits 6 months after illness onset.

• However, further research is needed to understand the specific aspects of cognitive function that are affected after 
severe COVID-19 and the factors that predict these cognitive symptoms.

• Previous studies characterizing persistent cognitive symptoms in COVID-19 patients have relied on self-reports, which 
are susceptible to bias. Other studies have used pen-and-paper neuropsychological tests to assess cognitive function.

COVID-19 hospital admissions, deaths expected to keep climbing in the US amid resurgence
• Amidst the nation's latest resurgence in COVID-19 infections, new forecast models used by the CDC show that daily 

hospital admission levels and new virus-related deaths in the U.S. are projected to continue increasing over the next 
four weeks.

• The forecast comes as a growing number of COVID-19 positive patients are entering hospitals and requiring care each 
day, according to data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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US-Israeli cyber firm uncovers ‘massive’ Chinese-backed industrial espionage ring
• An Israeli-American cybersecurity firm said Monday that it uncovered a “massive” hacking operation, apparently led 

by a hacking group believed to be backed by China, that had engaged in intellectual property (IP) theft and industrial 
espionage on three continents.

• Cybereason, which is headquartered in Boston with offices in Tel Aviv, London, and Tokyo, said the group employed 
sophisticated methods and worked in an elusive manner to target technology and manufacturing companies in the 
US, Europe, and Asia and steal sensitive proprietary information.

• Assaf Dahan, senior director and head of threat research at Cybereason, told The Times of Israel that the ring, known 
as the Winnti Group (and also tracked as APT41, Blackfly and Barium in cybersecurity circles) was “one of the most 
prolific and industrious groups in the cyber threat landscape,” known to operate on behalf of Chinese state interests.

• The group has been active since at least 2010. Some known members of the group were indicted in 2020 by the US 
Department of Justice for computer crimes against some 100 companies in the US and other countries, including 
software development companies, computer hardware manufacturers, telecommunications providers, and gaming 
firms.

• Dahan said Cybereason’s research showed that the Winnti Group engaged in “intellectual property theft and cyber 
espionage on a grand scale” since at least 2019, and possibly before. Cybereason began its research into the group’s 
industrial espionage operations last year, having been alerted by one of the targeted companies that something 
“funky” was afoot in its network, said Dahan, who is based in London.

• He explained that Cybereason researchers were able to observe the group’s efforts to obtain sensitive data such as 
patent and product details, source codes, tech blueprints, and manufacturing instructions in real-time.

• “Their level of stealth and sophistication was very high,” Dahan said, describing the group’s modus operandi in the 
context of this specific hacking operation as a “house of cards” made up of several components that were 
interconnected and interdependent.

• During the analysis, Cybereason was able to uncover a previously undocumented “family of malware” including a 
new version of Winnti malware called WINNKIT, which Dahan described as a “very advanced cyber tool of Chinese 
origin, likely military intelligence.”
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First ammonia-powered jet flight in 2023: A roadmap to clean aviation
• The entire airline industry needs to wean itself off jet fuel over the next few decades – but it's still buying 

enormously expensive jet aircraft that are expected to keep bringing home the bacon for more than 20 years. 
Australian company Aviation H2 hopes to clean up commercial flight by converting existing aircraft to burn green 
ammonia instead of standard Jet-A jet fuel. To do so, it's planning to have a nine-seat passenger jet in the air and 
flying on ammonia by the middle of next year.

• Renewable energy, as we all know, isn't produced where and when you want it. Often, clean energy potential sits an 
inconvenient distance from where the demand is. If that clean energy is used to electrolyze water and produce 
hydrogen, it can be stored and transported. But that hydrogen can also be mixed with atmospheric nitrogen to 
produce ammonia, which travels much better than either gaseous or cryogenic liquid H2.

• "Hydrogen gas is very light for the energy it holds, and liquid hydrogen is even lighter," Aviation H2 Director Christof 
Mayer tells us over a video chat. "But the tanks are big and heavy. We certainly don't discount liquid hydrogen or any 
other form of hydrogen as an option. We're not shutting those down. We're just going with ammonia for now. It's 
the simplest conversion, and that intrinsically will make it the most reliable, and that in itself makes it intrinsically 
the safest.“

• There are a few different ways to get the energy out of ammonia                                                              
as electricity, but Aviation H2 has zeroed in on its                                                                         
potential as a combustion fuel. With modifications,                                                                          
a regular jet engine can be converted to run on                                                                              
ammonia, eliminating all its carbon dioxide                                                                                  
emissions in a way that doesn't throw the baby                                                                               
out with the bathwater. The operation will be much                                                                           
faster and cheaper than a hydrogen fuel cell                                                                                 
conversion, which would require you to throw out your                                                                        
perfectly good turbofan engines and replace them with electric                                                               
motors, as well as gutting your fuel storage systems and putting in something radically different.
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Solar and Wind Power by Country
• Wind and solar generate over a tenth of the 

world’s electricity. Taken together, they are 
the fourth-largest source of electricity, behind 
coal, gas, and hydro.

• This infographic based on data from Ember 
shows the rise of electricity from these two 
clean sources over the last decade.

Europe Leads in Wind and Solar
• Wind and solar generated 10.3% of global 

electricity for the first time in 2021, rising 
from 9.3% in 2020, and doubling their share 
compared to 2015 when the Paris Climate 
Agreement was signed.

• In fact, 50 countries (26%) generated over a 
tenth of their electricity from wind and solar 
in 2021, with seven countries hitting this 
landmark for the first time: China, Japan, 
Mongolia, Vietnam, Argentina, Hungary, and 
El Salvador.

• Denmark and Uruguay achieved 52% and 47% 
respectively, leading the way in technology for 
high renewable grid integration.
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The 30 highest-paid athletes in 2022 34Best 

1. LeBron James — $126.9M - Basketball
2. Lionel Messi — $122M - Soccer
3. Cristiano Ronaldo — $115M - Soccer
4. Neymar — $103 - Soccer
5. Canelo Alvarez — $89M - Boxing
6. Stephen Curry — 86.2M - Basketball
7. Kevin Durant — $85.9M - Basketball
8. Roger Federer — $85.7M – Tennis
9. James Harden — $76M – Basketball
10. Tiger Woods—$73.5M – Golf
11. Matthew Stafford — $73.3M  - Football
12. Giannis Antetokounmpo — $71.9M – Basketball
13. Russel Westbrook — $69.8M – Basketball
14. Tyson Fury — $69M – Boxing
15. Josh Allen — $66.5M - Football

16. Tom Brady — $58.4M – Football
17. Deshaun Watson — $56M – Football
18. Klay Thompson — $54.2M – Basketball
19. Lewis Hamilton — $54M – Motor Racing
20. Naomi Osaka — $53.2M – Tennis
21. Aaron Rodgers — $53M – Football
22. Conor McGregor — $52M – UFC
23. Damian Lillard — $ 51.4M – Basketball
24. Mike Trout — $49.5M – Baseball
25. Kylian Mbappe — $48.8M – Soccer
26. Patrick Mahomes — $48.6M – Football
27. Kirk Cousins — $48.5M – Football
28. Kyle Irving — $44.9M – Basketball
29. Paul George — $44M – Basketball
30. Gareth Bale — $43M - Soccer

GiveMeSport
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